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Abstract. In this paper we study the automatic emotional speech recognition problem
based on deep learning. First, a novel multi-scale feature fusion algorithm is proposed.
Word level and sentence level features are constructed and optimized for acoustic recog-
nition. Second, deep neural network is used to model the speech emotional features in
various languages. Four types of languages are studied for emotion recognition. Third,
we verify the proposed algorithm in experiments using the generalized model in German,
Chinese, Vietnamese and English. Experimental results show that the proposed multi-
scale feature constantly improves the recognition rate and deep neural network based model
outperforms the traditional Gaussian model in cross-language emotion recognition.
Keywords: Speech recognition, Feature optimization, Information fusion, Deep learning

1. Introduction. Speech interaction is one of the most convenient ways in man-machine
communication [1, 2, 3]. The traditional speech recognition focuses on the processing
of linguistic information. The affective information has been treated as noise. Speech
emotion recognition (SER), on the other hand, focuses on the recognition of speaker
emotional states using various prosodic and voice quality features [4, 5].

In the past researches, many speech emotion databases were restricted to one or two
types of languages [6]. The Berlin Emotional Speech Database [7] was designed for Ger-
man emotional speech synthesis. The AIBO database included both German and English
[8]. Although promising results have been reported on these databases, a generalized
emotion recognition model is still an unsolved challenge.

There are many acoustic parameters that can be applied to speech analysis. MFCC
based features are proposed to apply with hidden Markov model, and several successful
applications are reported on German database [9]. Pitch and other prosodic features are
the most widely used emotional features, and they are successfully used in many types
of languages. Further studies have shown that the cross-language emotion recognition
problem is largely dependent on the generalization of emotional features [10]. Finding the
optimized features for more than one type of language has become a key step in current
speech emotion recognition research.

In this paper we propose a novel multi-scale feature fusion algorithm combined with
deep neural network modelling. The proposed algorithm has a strong ability of represent-
ing various acoustic features in different languages. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 gives an introduction of the database used; Section 3 describes the pro-
posed feature fusion algorithm; Section 4 gives details on deep neural network modelling;
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experimental results are given in Section 5; and finally, the conclusions are provided in
Section 6.

2. The Databases. In order to study the generalization ability of speech emotion model,
we select several available databases. They are German database (Berlin Emotional
Speech Database, EMODB), Chinese database [11], Vietnamese database [12], and Eng-
lish database (eNTERFACE) [13]. These four databases have covered four different lan-
guages from Germanic Language, Sino-Tibetan language and South-Asian Language.

The German database includes 10 speakers, 5 males and 5 females. The speech mate-
rial comprises about 800 sentences (seven emotions, ten actors, and ten sentences). The
Chinese database comprises six emotions, including happiness, sadness, fear, anger, sur-
prise and neutrality. Six professional actors and actresses participated in the recording.
The emotional corpus includes 2,268 words, 2,916 short sentences, and 210 paragraphs.
The Vietnamese database contains the same six emotions as the Chinese database. The
speech utterances are induced by emotional scenes. The speech text consists of 30 sen-
tences without specific emotional meanings. The eNTERFACE database contains both
audio and video data. The emotional utterance is in English, and 42 people coming
from 14 different nationalities participated in the data collection. The collected emotions
contains happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust, anger, fear and neutrality. We select six
common emotions from eNTERFACE database for experiment. Compared to the other
databases eNTERFACE provides the largest amount of subjects.

3. Multi-Scale Feature Analysis. Speech emotion analysis is based on the assumption
that emotions are expressed over a certain period of time in the signals. According to
the related psychology study, the felt emotion can last about one or two minutes. In
practice, the recognition of the perceived emotion is carried out in a much shorter duration.
Past studies have shown that the frame-wise and turn-wise recognition methods are both
successful. However, the optimal duration for recognition speech is still not clear.

In this paper, we proposed to analyze the emotional feature in both word level and
sentence level, since these two components are the most common and natural segments
in speech. The optimal duration may be different from emotion to emotion, as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Emotion recognition rate under various duration (%)

Emotions 1 word 2 words 3 words 5 words 8 words
Happiness 61.3 66.9 70.8 73.1 72.1
Sadness 57.4 56.7 55.4 59.2 61.0

Fear 59.1 59.1 61.0 60.4 62.2
Surprise 66.7 70.0 65.9 71.5 70.1
Anger 71.3 72.9 77.9 78.2 77.3

Neutrality 70.1 70.1 66.7 68.1 67.3

A fusion algorithm is proposed to optimize the emotional features. Speech signal s(t)
is defined on the time domain, and the basic acoustic parameters ϕh(l) are constructed
on the frame-wise sequence s′(n). ϕ denotes the acoustic parameter, h denotes the index
of different parameters, and l is the order of the parameter. For formant frequencies
l = 1, 2, 3, 4, the first four formants are adopted. For mel frequency cepstrum coefficients,
l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 12, 12-order coefficients are adopted. s′ denotes one frame of speech signal,
and n is the index of speech frame. The emotional features are then constructed from the
basic acoustic parameters:

fd(h, l) =
[
max

n
(ϕh(l, n)), min

n
(ϕh(l, n)), mean

n
(ϕh(l, n)), var

n
(ϕh(l, n))

]
(1)
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where d is the duration of the speech signal, in frame-wise feature extraction this duration
equals to the length of a frame, in turn-wise feature extraction this duration equals the
length of a speech segment, and in multi-scale feature extraction this duration is not
fixed. “max()” stands for the maximization function over all frames, “min()” stands
for the minimization function, “mean()” stands for the average function, and “var()”
stands for the variance of the basic acoustic features. The total dimension of features is
determined by h × l.

In traditional feature construction framework, the static features extracted from low
level parameters are sent to the learning algorithm directly with proper feature reduction.
In this paper we adopt probabilistic model to further extract the high level features that
are less dependent on the duration of the feature analysis. The word level feature and the
sentence level feature are modeled for the posterior probability, as shown in Figure 1.

x = a · p (fw|λj) + b · p (f g|λj) (2)

The model parameter λj differs from emotion to emotion, and j denotes the index of
emotions. fw stands for the feature vector of word level analysis, and f g stands for the
sentence (utterance) level feature. The fusion weights a and b are optimized using a
standard three layer perceptron.

Figure 1. Multi-scale feature fusion for word and sentence level features

4. Recognition Methodology. Deep Neural Network (DNN) is used for feature model-
ing and recognition. In the feature analysis section we propose to fuse two feature models
in order to get a super vector for recognition. The establishment of word level model and
sentence level model can be implemented by DNN. Deep learning is different from tradi-
tional machine learning algorithms in the way that it can abstract higher level features
that are independent from low level data. The outputs of the DNN are then used to train
the multi-scale feature model by an ordinary three-layer neural network.

Deep Neural Network has been applied to speech emotion recognition [14]. In our paper,
we study the age estimation problem, and emotion is treated as noise in our case. DNN
contains many hidden layers, which is different from traditional neural network. DNN
belongs to the family of directed graphical models and it provides the posterior probability
py|x(y = q|x) where q stands for a class, x stands for an input feature and y stands for the
output of the deep neural network. If we denote the input of the first layer L as vectors
vl and l is the index of nodes. The hidden binary vectors are then represented as hl. Let
hl

m be the hidden unites and m is the index of the unit. The total number of the hidden
units is N . The posterior probability then can be modelled according to Equation (3)

pl
(
hl|vl

)
=

N∏
m=1

ezl
m(vl)hl

m

ezl
m(vl) + 1

(3)
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where zl
(
vl

)
=

(
Wl

)T
vl + al W is the weight and a is the bias vector. The output layer

provides the posterior probabilities:

py|x(y = q|x) =
ezL

q (vL)∑
e

zL
q′ (v

L)
(4)

The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is adopted for comparison with DNN. GMM is
defined as the weighted sum of M members as shown in Equation (5).

p(X t |λ) =
M∑
i=1

aibi(X t) (5)

where X is a D-dimension vector, bi(X), i = 1, 2, . . . , M is the Gaussian distribution of
each member; ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , M is the mixture weight.

bi (X t) =
1

(2π)D/2|Σi|1/2
exp

{
−1

2
(X t − U i)

′
∑−1

i
(X t − U i)

}
(6)

where the mixture weight satisfies:
M∑
i=1

ai = 1.

The complete GMM parameters may be represented as: λi = {ai, U i,Σi}, i = 1, 2, . . .,
M .

According to the Bayes theory, the classification can be made by maximizing the pos-
terior probability: E = arg max

k
{p(X t|λk)}.

5. Experimental Results. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed multi-
scale emotional feature, we compare the recognition results between the multi-scale feature
with two traditional features, namely the turn-wise feature and the frame-wise feature.
The turn-wise feature takes a segment of speech to analyze and the frame-wise feature
takes a frame of the speech to analyze. According to the comparison results shown in
Figure 2, the proposed multi-scale feature outperforms the traditional features constantly
over all six types of emotions.

We further test the recognition rates over different databases, as shown in Table 2.
Ten-fold cross validation is adopted for all tests. On the German database, anger and
happiness reach at the higher rates of 83.5% and 82.1% respectively, while neutrality
only achieves a rate of 71.0%. On the Chinese database, anger and sadness reach at the
highest rates of 87.0% and 88.4% respectively, while fear only reaches at 65.6%. On the
Vietnamese database, anger and neutrality reach at the highest rates of 87.2% and 90.7%
respectively, while sadness only achieves a rate of 76.2%. On the English database, anger
reaches at the highest rate of 87.2% and happiness only achieves a rate of 67.4%.

Figure 2. Comparison of traditional feature and multi-scale feature fusion
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Table 2. Recognition rates on different datasets (%)

Languages Happiness Sadness Fear Surprise Anger Neutrality
German 82.1 77.4 78.8 81.2 83.5 71.0
Chinese 73.2 88.4 65.6 76.1 87.0 77.4

Vietnamese 85.1 76.2 83.3 83.2 87.2 90.7
English 67.4 77.3 76.1 69.4 87.2 76.1

Table 3. Cross-language emotion recognition rate (%)

Testing Sample
Types

Happiness Sadness Fear Surprise Anger Neutrality

Happiness 77.5 4.5 3.2 7.1 1.8 5.9
Sadness 3.3 61.2 11.4 8.2 1.9 14.0

Fear 8.4 7.8 66.3 5.7 6.2 5.6
Surprise 8.8 7.3 6.9 73.2 2.1 1.7
Anger 5.4 3.7 5.5 2.3 81.1 2.0

Neutrality 4.3 11.8 8.4 2.7 2.6 70.2

Figure 3. Comparison of deep neural network and Gaussian mixture model

We can see from the results that over the different languages, anger has been successfully
recognized at relative high rates. Other types of emotions may differ from language to
language. We further test the cross-language recognition ability using four languages,
and the result is shown in Table 3. Relatively speaking the cross-language recognition
result is lower than the result on signal database, and it is more difficult to improve the
emotion recognition performance on cross-language dataset than on the single language
dataset. According to the confusion matrix in Table 3, the mis-classification between
sadness and fear is high, and the mis-classification between sadness and neutrality is also
high. The emotion features related to valence level is more difficult to recognize than the
features related to arousal level. High arousal level emotion types are well recognized in
the cross-language test, such as anger, happiness and surprise. Therefore, the prosodic
features that related to arousal level may have a better generalization ability over different
languages.

Gaussian mixture model is adopted as an alternative module for deep neural network.
The comparison of recognition performances is shown in Figure 3. The Gaussian mixture
number is set to 16 and the expectation-maximization algorithm is adopted for the esti-
mation of GMM parameters. We can see that DNN outperforms the GMM classifier over
all six types of emotions. The deep neural network has a strong ability to abstract high
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level features that are less dependent on the low level data. This property may improve
the generalization ability over different languages.

6. Conclusions. In this paper we apply the deep neural network to the feature extrac-
tion under various time durations. The outputs of the DNN are then combined with
ordinary neural network for emotion classification task. The proposed method has a
strong generalization ability on four different languages, German, Chinese, Vietnamese
and English. In the future we may further explore more efficient valence speech features
in different languages.
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